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ABSTRACT

In order to study the effect of sea-level changes on inland ice sheets, a

new ice-flow model has been developed that explicitly includes longitudinal

stresses. Two-dimensional flow is assumed, and the flow-law parameter and

longitudinal-deviatoric stress are taken to be weighted averages over depth.

The flow-law equations for longitudinal and shear deformation are then

averaged over thickness. The resulting equations, together with continuity

and a bottom-sliding relation, form a simple one-dimensional system of

equations that describes changes in ice-sheet configuration over time.

Sea-level rise causes a wave of thinning to propagate upglacier in an ice

sheet with terminal position controlled by sea level. The wave of thinning

slows, diffuses, and is damped as it moves upglacier; thus, perturbations near

the coast must be large and be long lasting to affect inland regions.

Model calculations show that post-Wisconsinan sea-level rise has caused

110 m thinning at Dome C, East Antarctica, and that response is now 70 percent

complete. Accumulation rate probably increased at the same time, however, and

including this in the model reduces calculated thinning. For a 10 percent

increase in accumulation rate from Wisconsinan to Holocene, there has been

75 m post-Wisconsinan thinning due to combined effects of sea-level rise and

accumulation-rate increase.
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INTRODUCTION

The lateral extent of the East Antarctic ice sheet is controlled

largely by sea level. During the Pleistocene low-stand, the ice sheet

was able to advance 75 to 90 km to the edge of the continental shelf

(Hollin, 1962). Holocene sea-level rise caused grounding-line retreat

to the present position and ice-sheet thinning.

Grounding-line retreat reduces bed area and thus reduces

backstress from the bed on grounded ice upglacier; near-coastal

thinning increases surface slope and also shear stress at the

upglacier end of the thinning region. Both increased shear stress

and, to a lesser extent, reduced backstress lead to increased strain

rate and thinning a short distance upglacier. Sea-level rise thus

causes a wave of thinning to propagate upglacier.

To study this wave of thinning, a simple, nonsteady ice-flow model

has been developed incorporating both longitudinal and shear stresses

for two-dimensional flow over a horizontal bed. The flow-law

equations for longitudinal and for shear deformation are averaged

through thickness to obtain two one-dimensional equations for ice

flow. These equations, combined with continuity and a bottom-sliding

relation, form a system which may be solved numerically to describe

ice-sheet response to changes in sea level, accumulation rate, or

other parameters.


PHYSICAL CONCEPTS

Consider two-dimensional glacial flow over a horizontal bed, with

the origin on the bed under the ice divide, x axis horizontal along a

flow line, and z axis vertical. The flow law for polycrystalline ice,

with exponent equal to three and horizontal gradients in vertical

velocity small (Appendix A) then leads to (Paterson, 1981, p. 89)

8u_A 2 7 i (1) 
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where u is the horizontal component of ice velocity, a1 and x are

longitudinal-deviatoric and shear stress, respectively, and the flow-

law parameter, A, depends on temperature and other factors (Hooke,

1981).

For flow over a horizontal bed, shear stress varies primarily with

ice thickness and surface slope (Budd, 1968; 1970) so that

Txz=pg(h-z)i| (3)

where p is density of ice (assumed constant), g is acceleration due to

gravity, and h is ice-sheet thickness. This relation is also valid

for flow over realistic basal topography, if average thickness and

surface slope are used (Budd, 1968; 1970).

In addition to the flow law for polycrystalline ice and the shear

stress due to gravity, the concept of mass continuity is used. For

ice of constant density, this may be written

(4)

9 x

where b is net accumulation rate, n is time-rate of change of ice

thickness, and u is horizontal velocity averaged over depth.

In the general case, horizontal velocity is due both to

deformation within the ice and to bottom sliding. In applying the

model to East Antarctica, it is assumed that there is no bottom

sliding (Appendix D). The model can be applied to regions where

bottom sliding is important, if a bottom-sliding relation is

specified.

DERIVATION OF MODEL

The approach followed here is to develop a one-dimensional system

of equations describing nonsteady ice flow in terms of ice-sheet

configuration, h(x,t). This is accomplished by substituting depth-

averaged quantities for some parameters in the flow-law equations (1)

and (2), and then explicitly averaging these equations over depth.

The flow-law parameter, A, depends on temperature, fabric

development, and other factors (Hooke, 1981), and its depth-dependence

is not well-understood. Here it is assumed that

A=A (5)

where A is a weighted average of the flow-law parameter over depth

which varies only slowly with distance along the x axis (see also

Appendix B).

Depth-variation of longitudinal-deviatoric stress, a', is also not

well-understood. Longitudinal-deviatoric stress has been calculated

as a function of depth in Appendix C, assuming: 1) Robin-type tempera­

ture profile (Robin, 1955; Clarke and others, 1977); 2) Flow-law

parameter dependent only on temperature, with temperature-dependence

recommended by Paterson (1981, p. 39); and 3) Two-dimensional incom­

pressible flow, with various vertical-strain-rate (£ ) models in­

cluding e constant and e varying linearly with depth. The results

z z 
show that a1 does vary with depth. In the deep regions of shear-
X 
dominated ice sheets and throughout ice streams, where most

deformation occurs, longitudinal-deviatoric stress varies more slowly

depth than does shear stress. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that

„;•*; <«>

where a' is a weighted average over depth of the longitudinal­

deviatoric stress.

Using assumptions (5) and (6), it is now possible to average (1)

and (2) over depth to obtain equations that involve functions of x

only. These one-dimensional equations may be expressed in terms of

the horizontal gradient of horizontal ice flux, so that they are

compatible with the continuity equation (4). It should be noted that

although the weighting schemes for a1 and A from integrating equations

(1) and (2) differ, the weighting is quite similar (Appendix B).

Errors introduced by ignoring this complication are small.

Integrating the shear flow law (2) from the bed to z yields

(7)

where ufe i s the basal-s l iding veloci ty . 
Integrating (7) over thickness yields 
and different iat ing with respect to x 
9(hu) - - 2 2
 n13 32h / k a h . 2 , - , . 4 
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Integrating the longitudinal flow law (1) through thickness

and changing the order of integration and differentiation on the

left-hand side

The first term on the left-hand side of (11) is the horizontal

gradient of horizontal ice flux, which is to be used in the equation

of continuity (4). The second term is evaluated from (7) by setting z

equal to h. Hence

u) T. .-,3. ,,2h.2-,

Equations (9) and (12) are one-dimensional restatements of the

flow-law equations (1) and (2). They are combined to form equation

(13) below, eliminating the horizontal gradient in horizontal ice

flux. Equation (13) can be solved for depth-averaged longitudinal­

deviatoric stress, which can be used in either (9) or (12) to

calculate the horizontal gradient in horizontal ice flux. This in

turn can be applied in the equation of continuity. Thus, the

equations

l3ub

"(Pgh) (^ ) t^C^)

(4)

plus a bottom-sliding relation describe nonsteady glacial flow.

EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION

The model equations (4), (12), and (13), plus a bottom-sliding

relation, are highly nonlinear and difficult to solve analytically.

It is not difficult, however, to show that these equations have a

solution which uniquely specifies ice-sheet configuration for all

positions, x, and times, t, if the initial configuration of the system

and two boundary conditions are specified.

If A and p are known, then the flow-law equations (12) and (13)

may be restated

_2. 3u

d n D

2 x ^ r ^ T w

o X •

where f indicates some function of the variables listed. Dependence

of (15) on the horizontal gradient in depth-averaged longitudinal­

deviatoric stress is very weak and may be ignored.

Although bottom sliding is not well-understood, many published

models agree in postulating that sliding velocity is a function of

basal shear stress, which depends on ice thickness and surface slope,

and of basal roughness (Weertman, 1957; 1964; Nye, 1969; 1970; Kamb,

1970; Lliboutry, 1975). If basal roughness can be calculated

independently, from knowledge of bedrock characteristics and

subglacial hydrology, then

Substituting for a1 and ub in (14) from (15) and (16) gives

3(hu)_jC ,. 3h 92h.

• t 5 r - f ( h3x>

If b is known, then equating (17) with the continuity equation (4),

yields

Equation (18) has the solution

h=h(x,t) (19)

which is uniquely determined if we specify the initial condition,

h(x,O), and two boundary conditions. It has proven useful to specify

the surface slope at the ice divide, -^(0,t), and thickness at the

terminus, h(L,t), but other boundary conditions could be used.
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EAST ANTARCTICA: STEADY STATE

As a first test, the model is applied to a flow line leading from

Dome C to the coast in East Antarctica, which is assumed to be in

steady-state with smoothed modern configuration. At least part of the

base of the East Antarctic ice sheet is at the basal-melting

temperature and free to slide (Oswald and Robin, 1973); however, ice

velocity due to basal sliding is much less than velocity due to

internal deformation (Appendix D ) , except in some places near the

coast. Thus, it is assumed here that no bottom sliding occurs.

Ice-sheet configuration is approximated with the Vialov (1958)

profile

-Hll-Ci)4'3,3'8 (20)

which provides an excellent empirical fit. Here H=3500 m is thickness

at the ice divide, and L=850 km is distance from the ice divide to the

terminus. Accumulation-rate data from Bull (1971) may be approximated

by

b=5.4xl0"3exp(4.7xl0~6x)+3.2xl0"2ma"1 (21)

where x is in meters.

The modern ice sheet is assumed to be in steady state; that is,

n=0. The model equations (4), (12), and (13) are then solved, with

bottom-sliding velocity equal to zero, for the horizontal gradient in

horizontal ice flux, the depth-averaged longitudinal-deviatoric

stress, and the depth-averaged flow-law parameter.

11

The flow-law parameter, A, calculated in this manner is relatively

constant at about 8xlO~25(Nm~2)"3s~1 in inland regions, and increases

rapidly to 5xlO~24(Nm"2)~3s~1 near the coast. The calculated values

of A correspond to temperatures of -8 to 0 C (Paterson, 1981, p. 39),

which is reasonable considering that A is weighted to favor values

near the bed where temperatures are high, and calculated values of

A must be artifically high to allow for any bottom sliding that

actually occurs. The increase in A toward the coast reflects both

increasing temperature through the entire ice column and increasing

importance of bottom sliding toward the coast.

Calculated values of depth-averaged longitudinal-deviatoric stress

exhibit a broad minimum between about 100 km from the ice divide and

100 km from the terminus, with rapid increases at either end (Fig. 1).

The increase in c' toward the coast may be understood from a

X

continuity argument: toward the coast total ice flux increases

rapidly and thickness through which ice flows decreases rapidly, so

that flow must become increasingly extensional even though A increases

less-rapidly toward the coast.

Near the ice divide, shear stress tends to zero. For continuity

of flow, where the shear stress is reduced there must be

compensatingly larger values of longitudinal-deviatoric stress, so

longitudinal-deviatoric stress increases toward the ice divide. It

has been proposed that anisotropy in crystallographic orientation

observed near ice divides (see, for example, Blankenship, 1982) where

12
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Figure 1. ,Calculated values of depth-averaged longitudinal-deviatoric

stress (ax ) and basal shear stress (T ) along a flow line from Dome C

to the coast, using modern smoothed configuration and accumulation-

rate data, and assuming steady state.
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shear stresses are small is caused by longitudinal extension (Hooke

and Hudleston, 1980). The results here show that longitudinal

stresses do increase rapidly near the ice divide, lending support to

this hypothesis. Note that the increase in longitudinal stress toward

the ice divide is also found in other models (Bolzan, 1984).
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EAST ANARCTICA: NONSTEADY

Sea level was about 100 m lower during the Wisconsinan glacial

maximum than today, which allowed the East Antarctic ice sheet to

extend 75 to 90 km farther than its present limits onto the

continental shelf (Hollin, 1962). Post-Wisconsinan sea-level rise

between 15,000 years BP and 5,000 years BP (Milliman and Emery, 1968)

caused the ice sheet to retreat to its present position. Grounding-

line retreat caused a wave of thinning to propagate upglacier.

Mechanics of ice-sheet retreat caused by rising sea level have

been modelled for marine ice sheets drained by ice streams (Thomas,

1977; Thomas and Bentley, 1978), but have not been modelled previously

for a continental ice sheet. Near-coastal regions of the continental

East Antarctic ice sheet are relatively warm with high accumulation

rates, and fast-moving ice streams and outlet glaciers occur in some

areas. Warm, high-accumulation regions with significant bottom

sliding should respond rapidly to changes in sea level (Thomas and

Bentley, 1978), causing a wave of adjustment to propagate upglacier.

To model this wave of adjustment along a typical flow line from

Dome C to the coast, a Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet is first

generated with the Vialov (1958) profile extending to the edge of the

continental shelf. Sea-level rise and grounding-line retreat are

simulated by specifying the thickness at a point near the present

coast, and causing it to thin over time. At the same time, changes in

accumulation rate may be specified. The model calculates changes in

15

ice-sheet thickness, in response to thinning near the coast and

changes in accumulation rate, as a function of position and time,

assuming the position of the ice divide does not move.

Model results show that thinning near the coast causes a wave of

adjustment to propagate upglacier with decreasing velocity, decreasing

amplitude, and increasing diffusivity. To better understand this wave

of adjustment, consider the Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet with thick­

ness at the ice divide H =3600 m, half-width L =930 km, and reduce

thickness near the modern terminus to the modern value in 10 years

beginning 15,000 years BP, while holding accumulation rate constant.

Results for constant accumulation rate are plotted in Figures 2

and 3. Total thinning is largest near the coast, and it decreases

rapidly inland. The horizontal gradient in thinning becomes small

near the ice divide. Upglacier diffusion and decrease in velocity and

amplitude of the wave of adjustment are evident, especially in

Figure 3.

Physically, a eustatic sea-level rise floats terminal regions of

the ice sheet off the bed. This reduces total force opposing the flow

upglacier of the new grounding line; since forces no longer balance,

the glacier begins to flow faster and thins close to the grounding

line. This acts in two ways: first, it increases longitudinal­

deviatoric stress upglacier; and second, it increases surface slope

and also shear stress at the upglacier end of the thinning ice. Both

effects cause a wave of thinning to propagate upglacier. As the wave

16

Figure 2. Change in thickness (£h) from Wisconsinan-maximum ice

sheet, caused by sea-level rise in 10 years with no change in

accumulation rate. Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet has half-width

L =930 km and thickness at the ice divide H =3600 m.

w w

2a. Change in thickness from 10,000 to 15,000 years after onset of

sea-level rise.

2b. Change in thickness from 5,000 to 10,000 years after onset of

sea-level rise.

2c. Change in thickness from 1,000 to 5,000 years after onset of

sea-level rise.

2d. Change in thickness from 100 to 1,000 years after onset of

sea-level rise.

2e. Change in thickness from 0 to 100 years after onset of

sea-level rise.

2f. Thickness (h) profiles for Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet

(labelled 0a) and for ice sheet after 15,000 years.
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-200- a) 10,000-15,000 years 
0 
-200- b) 5,000-10,000 years 
-200- c) 1,000-5,000 years 
-200- d) 100-1,000 years 
0 
-200- e) 0-100 years 
-400­
-600­
3600 0 years 
3000-I m 11* 1111 m 
15,000 years 
0 
x(km) 
18 
Time of 
arrival (a) 
Rate of thinning or 
Amplitude (ma"1) 
Divide 300 500 700 Terminus 
Figure 3. Characteristics of the wave of thinning shown in Figure 2.

"Rate of thinning" or "amplitude" is the maximum rate of thinning

that occurs at any point. "Duration" is the number of years at

each position during which the rate of thinning is at least half of

the maximum rate of thinning. "Time of arrival" is the number of

years that elapse between onset of sea-level rise and the occur­

rence of the maximum rate of thinning at a position.
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0 
moves upglacier, the disturbance is spread over thicker, stiffer

(smaller flow-law parameter, A) ice, so that the wave diffuses, damps,

and slows down. Eventually, the ice sheet adjusts to a new profile in

force equilibrium and mass balance, with reduced bed area.

In most regions of East Antarctica, flow is dominated by shear

stress. A simplified version of the model presented here, in which

longitudinal-deviatoric stress is taken to be identically zero

everywhere, gives similar results to those obtained from the more-

complete model. The wave of thinning caused by sea-level rise thus

seems to propagate mainly by increased shear stress, with only a minor

contribution from increased longitudinal-deviatoric stress. The

dominant role of shear stress as compared to longitudinal-deviatoric

stress is not surprising, because in deep layers of the ice sheet

where most deformation occurs, longitudinal-deviatoric stresses are

typically at least two orders of magnitude smaller than shear

stresses, except near the ice divide (Fig. 1). Also, calculated

values of A are adjusted to give initial steady-state in balance with

stresses present. The simplified shea'r-stress-only model is quite

similar to a two-dimensional version of the model of Hahaffy (1976).

Thus, in regions where shear stress is dominant a Mahaffy-type model

is accurate, although calculated values of A will not be as realistic

as those from a model including longitudinal stresses. Where

longitudinal stress is more important the more-complete model should

give better results. The more-complete model provides better

estimates of the depth-averaged flow-law parameter, A.

20

Calculated total thinning near the ice divide 15,000 years after

onset of sea-level rise (AH) depends on the thickness (H ) and

half-width (Lw) taken for the Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheet, the

change in accumulation rate from the Wisconsinan to the Holocene (A6),

and the time required for thinning at the terminal point (At ). Among

these parameters, At is most important.

Half-width of the Wisconsinan-maximum East Antarctic ice sheet is

not well-constrained by geologic evidence. Several lines of geo­

logical and geophysical evidence indicate that the West Antarctic ice

sheet advanced to the edge of the continental shelf during the Wiscon­

sinan, and it is likely that the East Antarctic ice sheet exhibited

similar behavior (Stuiver and others, 1981). Advance to the edge of

the continental shelf would have amounted to 75 to 90 km in East

Antarctica (Hollin, 1962). Values of AH corresponding to Wisconsinan

advance of 75 km and of 90 km differ by only 20 m (Fig. 4).

Values of AH are sensitive both to time of onset of thinning at

the coast and to duration of thinning. Onset of eustatic sea-level

rise 15,000 years BP and duration of sea-level rise to 5,000 years BP

are relatively well-constrained by the geologic record (Fairbridge,

1961; Shepard, 1963; Milliman and Emery, 1968; MSrner, 1971; Bloom and

others, 1974). Near-coastal response to sea-level rise should be

rapid (Thomas and Bentley, 1978) so that thinning should have occurred

also between 15,000 and 5,000 years BP. Data on deglaciation in East

Antarctica are scarce, but the ice had reached its present position by

21

Figure 4. Sensitivity of calculated thinning from Wisconsinan-maximum

thickness at Dome C 15,000 years after onset of sea-level rise (AH) to

variation of free parameters.

4a. Sensitivity to time required for sea-level rise G&t ) , for

Wisconsinan-maximum half-width L =930 km, and change in accumulation

rateA6=0.

4b. Sensitivity to Wisconsinan-maximum half-width (L ) , for

At =10,000 years andAb"=0.

4 c Sensitivity to step increase in accumulation rate of^.£ percent

from Wisconsinan-maximum to modern value occurring 15,000 years BP,

forAtt=l0,000 years and Lw=930 km. Various estimates of Ai are:

1) approximately 10 percent increase calculated by J. Bolzan (1984);

2) little change in accumulation rate (Thompson and others, 1981);

3) 33 percent increase (Lorius and others, 1984);

4) 50 percent increase (Robin, 1977).
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about 6,000 years BP near Wilkes Station (Cameron and Goldthwait,

1961) and by about 3,800 years BP near the Ongul Islands (Meguro and

others, 1963), thus being in reasonable agreement with the value

assumed here of 5,000 years BP-

Values of AH are also sensitive to H ; however, H is not a free

parameter. For given values of Ab, L , and At , H must be chosen to

give the modern value of H after 15,000 years. Any one of the para­

meters Afc, L , At , or H could be chosen to be dependent upon the

other three; H is chosen as the dependent variable here because it is

least constrained by data on the Wisconsinan-Holocene transition.

Accumulation rate may have changed from the Wisconsinan to the

Holocene. Robin (1977) argues that an increase in temperature would

have allowed greater transport of water vapor inland, causing a 50

percent to 100 percent increase in accumulation rate from Wisconsinan

values. In contrast, annual-layer thicknesses at Dome C determined

from microparticle concentrations show little change in accumulation

rate from the Wisconsinan to the Holocene (Thompson and others, 1981).

Lorius and others (1984) estimate a 33 percent increase in accumula­

tion rate from Wisconsinan to Holocene. Combined interpretation of

temperature and oxygen-isotopic data from Dome C and data from deep-

sea sediment cores by Bolzan (1984) indicates approximately a 10 per­

cent increase in accumulation rate from the Wisconsinan to the

Holocene.

The model developed here allows calculation of change in thickness

of the ice sheet due to the combined effects of sea-level rise and

accumulation-rate change, for specified values of accumulation-rate
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change. Results are shown in Figure 4. A step increase in accumula­

tion rate 15,000 years BP has been assumed. The model ice sheet

responds relatively rapidly to changes in accumulation rate, so the

effect of a step change is very similar to the effect of a linear

increase in accumulation rate from 15,000 years BP to 10,000 years BP.

Model results show that sea-level rise combined with a 10 percent

increase in accumulation rate gives 37 m less thinning than sea-level

rise with no change in accumulation rate. This agrees well with

results from other models that do not consider changes in sea level.

A 10 percent increase in accumulation rate 15,000 years BP at Dome C

gives thickening of about 41 m in the Nye (1960), Whillans (1981), and

Bolzan (class II, n=2; 1984) models. Differences between these models

are discussed in Appendix F.

If the accumulation rate at Dome C changed as suggested by Robin

(1977) , then the ice sheet has thickened there by more than 40 ra since

the Wisconsinan. If accumulation rates were higher during the Wiscon­

sinan, then the ice sheet has thinned by more than 110 m. The most-

likely change in accumulation rate is the 10 percent increase from

Wisconsinan to Holocene suggested by Bolzan (1984), which gives a

thinning of the ice sheet at Dome C of about 75 m over the last

15,000 years, due to the combined effects of both accumulation-rate

and sea-level change.

For no change in accumulation rate, total thinning at Dome C due

to sea-level rise has been about 110m over the last 15,000 years;

about 40 m more thinning will occur during the next 15,000 years, with

a total thinning of about 160 m at steady state.
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The analysis here has assumed a much simpler physical system than

that found in nature. In particular, nonplanar aspects of the bed,

bottom sliding, temperature changes, secondary oscillations in sea-

level rise, and isostatic rebound have been ignored.

All of these simplifications may be made without introducing

significant errors because of the way the ice sheet responds to

perturbations. Near-coastal regions respond rapidly, and inland

regions respond slowly. Waves of adjustment are strongly slowed,

damped, and diffused as they move inland, so only large, long-period

events affect inland regions. Inland response is largely independent

of the position of the perturbation if it occurs within 100 km of the

coast.

Bottom sliding is important only near the coast, and the

Wisconsinan-Holocene temperature changes already have affected ice-

sheet flow near the coast (Whillans, 1981). Near-coastal response is

almost instantaneous when compared to inland response, however, and

any corrections introduced by allowing for bottom sliding and

temperature changes near the coast would not significantly alter the

results of the present calculations.

Delayed isostatic response may have allowed the grounding line to

retreat farther inland and then readvance to its present position as

the bed rose isostatically. The magnitude of this effect is difficult

to assess; however, it is likely that it would have been smaller than
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the first-order effect modelled here. Furthermore there were also

short-period oscillations of sea level (Fairbridge, 1961; Morner,

1971), and these probably caused small near-coastal oscillations in

the ice sheet. Such small oscillations in the ice sheet near the

coast are damped and diffused as they move upglacier, and have little

effect on inland response.

Slow inland response applies to temperature changes as well as to

waves of adjustment travelling upglacier- Post-Wisconsinan warming

has not penetrated sufficiently far into the ice sheet in inland

regions to affect flow and cause ice-sheet thinning (Whillans, 1981).

The bed of the East Antarctic ice sheet is not, in general,

horizontal (Drewry, 1982). The bed is reasonably horizontal, however,

when averaged on a grid spacing of about 40 km, such as is used here.

Thus, the rapid near-coastal response and slow inland response of

the ice sheet, and the strong damping and diffusion of waves of

adjustment moving upglacier, allow inland response to be modelled as a

simple system, if bed elevation is averaged over a wide grid-point

spacing.

Data or independent model results are scarce to test the

conclusion that 75 m of total thinning has occurred at Dome C over the

last 15,000 years, but in general support this conclusion. Model

results of Hughes and others (1981) show the Wisconsinan-maximum East

Antarctic ice sheet to be 100 to 200 m thicker than the modern in the

vicinity of Dome C; however, they consider this to be a maximum
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thickness because it does not allow for smaller accumulation rates

during the Wisconsinan, and because it assumes that the modern and

Wisconsinan-maximum ice sheets represent equilibrium configurations.

For no change in accumulation rate, the model developed here gives

total post-Wisconsinan thinning to a steady configuration of 160 m, in

good agreement with the results of Hughes and others (1981). The

model results here also support the supposition of Hughes and others

(1981) that changes in accumulation rate and nonsteady effects are

important.

Data on Wisconsinan-maximum thickness of the inland East Antarctic

ice sheet are limited to glacial-geological results on outlet glaciers

through the Transantarctic Mountains. Morainal deposits at the heads

of the Reedy and Beardmore glaciers show that the East Antarctic ice

sheet was only 30 to 40 m thicker during the Wisconsinan than today

(Mercer, 1968; 1972). These results are not immediately interpretable

in terms of thickness changes at Dome C, because the Reedy and

Beardmore glaciers do not lie on flow lines from Dome C. The results

are consistent with modest thinning of the East Antarctic ice sheet

since the Wisconsinan, as is indicated by model results presented

here.

The most direct way to test the results obtained here would be to

obtain dated, unfractured core samples from Dome C and regions

downglacier, measure total gas content, and calculate how thickness
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has changed (Raynaud, 1976). Detailed studies of sediments and

gravity anomalies on the continental shelf adjacent to East

Antarctica, and further glacial-geological studies of outlet glaciers

through the Transantarctic Mountains, might provide information on the

former extent and thickness of the East Antarctic ice sheet.
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CONCLUSIONS

For a continental ice sheet with grounding-line position or outer

limit controlled by sea level, a rise in sea level causes a wave of

thinning to propagate upglacier. The velocity and amplitude of the

wave decrease upglacier, and it diffuses rapidly. Thus, perturbations

near the coast must be large and have long periods to have important

effects on inland regions of the ice sheet, and inland response is

similar regardless of the details of perturbations if they occur

within 100 km of the coast.

Thinning at Dome C, East Antarctica, due to post-Wisconsinan sea-

level rise has been about 110 m, and is now largely completed. For

each 10 percent that accumulation increased from Wisconsinan to

Holocene, total post-Wisconsinan thinning is reduced by about 35 m.

The most-likely scenario is a 10 percent increase in accumulation

rate, and about 75 m of total post-Wisconsinan thinning is due to the

combined effects of sealevel rise and accumulation-rate change.

Thin, high-accumulation, warm ice sheets with significant basal

sliding should respond more rapidly to changes in sea level and

accumulation rate than thick, low-accumulation, cold ice sheets frozen

to their beds. Thus, the West Antarctic ice sheet and the former

Laurentide ice sheet would respond more rapidly than the East

Antarctic ice sheet.
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The model developed here provides a simple way to consider

longitudinal-deviatoric stress in ice flow. If the bottom-sliding

relation is specified as a function of position, then the model is

equally valid for an ice stream, an ice sheet sliding over its bed, or

an ice sheet frozen to its bed. The entirety of a flow line passing

from an ice divide through shear-dominated regions with or without

basal sliding and then an ice stream to the grounding line can be

treated with this model.
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Appendix A. Demonstration that i i l>^Z 
9 z 3x"

The shear-flow law for flow in the x-z plane with exponent equal

to three is written properly as (Paterson, 1981, p. 84-85)

*
Te Txz (Al) 
where the effective s t r e s s ,
 T t i s given by 
2 2 , 2 
T  =T  +e xz 4 (A2) 
and the shear-strain rate, g , is given by

with u and w representing the horizontal component of velocity and the

magnitude of the vertical component of velocity, respectively.

Combining (A1)-(A3) gives

ff  3+a'2x ) . (A4) 
xz x xz'

x xz' 
In developing the model, this was taken to be

- ^ = 2 A ( T 3+a'2x ) (A5)

8z v xz x xz' ;

that is, it was assumed that

3±i»_^ . (A6)

9z 9x

This assumption is justified below for the shear-dominated East

Antarctic ice sheet and for an ice stream. The general approach is to

use simplified ice-flow models to estimate maximum values of the

35 
horizontal gradient in vertical velocity, (--2) , and typical values of

the vertical gradient in horizontal velocity, (^). , and to

3Z t

demonstrate that

If (A7) is true, then (A6) must also be true for most of the ice

sheet.
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Ai. East Antarctica downglacier from Dome C.

Assume two-dimensional flow over a horizontal bed, with bottom

melting much less than surface accumulation. Then vertical velocity

is equal to zero at the bed, increasing to a maximum value w=w at the

m

surface. Vertical velocity at the surface is due both to accumulation

rate and to flow down the surface slope, so that

where u is the value of u at the surface.

s

Differentiating (A8) with respect to x yields

82h  3 s 3 h ,...

 8x a- (A9>
9x  s8x2 8x 8x

For w=w at the surface, decreasing smoothly to w=0 at the bed, it is

m

reasonable that

3w

_5=A (A10)

The terms -|-» "£;, and —  7 , in (A9) can be evaluated from measured

oX

accumulation rate and ice-sheet profile. It remains to calculate ug

3 u 
s aw

and to allow evaluation of (—)_•

gx 3x m
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Horizontal velocity varies with depth rapidly near the bed and

slowly near the surface (Nye, 1959) so that

u >2u (AH)

s

where u is the horizontal velocity averaged over ice thickness. In a

steady-state ice sheet, u can be calculated from the continuity

equation

Adx (A12)

n o .

Combining (A9)-(A11) yields

(32) =il_2ui-^2-^ (A13)

3X

where u and its derivative with respect to x are calculated from

(A12).

Next, a typical value of the vertical gradient in horizontal

velocity, (*j)t» is calculated. It is assumed that u varies linearly

with depth from u=0 at the bed to u=2u at the surface; this

underestimates ^  in deep layers where most deformation occurs, and

overestimates -£ near the surface. Then

or, substituting from (A12)

.9U. 2

Wt-T
n
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The ice-sheet configuration from Dome C to the coast may be

approximated by the Vialov (1958) profile

()x 4/3 3/8
] ( A 1 6 )

and first and second derivatives with respect to x are taken from

this. Here L=850 km is the modern half-width and H=35OO m is the

modern thickness at the ice divide. Accumulation-rate date from Bull

(1971) may be approximated by

b=l. 76xlO~1Oexp(4.70xl0~6x)+l. 00xl0~9ms~1 ( A17 )

and the first derivative with respect to x is obtained from this.

From (A12), (A16), and (A17)

u=I[l-£)4/3f3/8{3.74xl0~5[exp(4.70xl(f6x)-l]

(A18)

+1.00xlO~9x ms"1

whence

lLin-(ii)4/3]"3/8ri.76xl0"1Oexp(4.70xl0"6x)+1.0Oxlo"9]

3x HL L '

1 /1

" -[l-(ii)4/3]"3/8{3.74xl0~5[exp(4.70xl0~6x)-l] (A19)

2HL471>'  Li

-9 T -1

+1.00x10 x's

It is now possible to evaluate (-g)m and (|j)t according to (A13) and

(A15), using (A16)-(A19). These calculations are shown in table AI

for three points along a flow line from Dome C to the coast. It is
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Table AI. Calculation of (-^ ) and (—V for East Antarctica.

Parameter Equation

x(m)

u(ms (A18) 
(A19) 
(A17) 
(A17) 
h(m) (A16) 
(A16)
32h, -1 (A16)
(A15) 
s"1
-^) (  ) (A13)

V3x'm

k+5
0.10x10

3.37xl0"9

.-13
3.39x10

-9
1.18x10

8.66x10 16

.+3
3.50x10

 -4.69x10 "

 -1.57x10"°

1.93xl0"12

1.29xl0~15

6.68xl0"4

 V3z't

Values

4.25x10

2.29xl0"7

-13
9.00x10

2.30x10

6.09xl0~15

2.90x10

-3

-2.24x10 J

-9

-4.65x10

1.58xl0"10

1.23xl0"14

7.78xl0"5

+5
8.40x10

3.72x10

-11
1.59x10

-8
1.01x10

.-14
4.29x10

.+2
7.40x10

,-2

-2.76x10

-6

-1.73x10

-8
1.01x10

-11
1.38x10

-3
1.37x10
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apparent that maximum values of i£ are less than 0.2 percent of

3X

8u
typical values of — along the flow line, so that

£ £ » ^ (A6)

is valid for East Antarctica.
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Aii. West Antarctic ice streams.

Ice streams draining into the Ross Ice Shelf from the West

Antarctic ice sheet flow through shallow, smooth bedrock troughs, and

are recognizable for 300 km or more upglacier of the grounding line.

When smoothed on a scale of 50 km, ice-stream beds are horizontal and

surface slopes are constant (Jankowski and Drewry, 1981).

The origin is taken to be on the bed 300 km upglacier of the

grounding line, x axis horizontal along a flow line, and z axis

vertical. Then, to good approximation,

h=1360-.002x (A20)

so that surface slope is constant and the second derivative of

thickness with respect to x is zero.

Accumulation-rate data are scarce, but interpolating from Bull

(1971) yields

6=4.75xlO~9ms~1

(A21)

Basal-melting rate is on the order of 0.02ma * or less (Weertman and

Birchfield, 1981) which is within probable errors in accumulation-rate

estimates. Basal melting may increase slowly downglacier, but Bull

(1971) shows accumulation rate increasing slowly downglacier, so net

accumulation rate is about constant.

Equations (A9) and (A10) relating A
 and A are equally

valid for ice streams as for shear-dominated ice sheets. Using (A20)
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and (A21) these become

-33 u

Ti . (A22)

A balance calculation for West Antarctica shows to good

approximation

— —6 —1

u =6.3x10 ms

o

(A23)

u =200ma~

o

where the subscript ( ) indicates the value at x=0. Steady-state

continuity requires that

u=~-(6x+h u ) • (A24)

Then

Equation (A25) allows evaluation of (-r—) from (A22).

9u 
— 9hN /•AOC\ 
, • .(hbb^—xh u  — )
9x 2 9x o o9x' h 
. (A25) 
9w
o x in

Next, it is necessary to calculate ^  . The shear-flow law may be

written

where the assumptions a'=o' and A=A have been made (Appendices B and

C). Integrating (A26) through thickness yields

(A27)
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dw

where the bar signifies an average over depth. Replacing (j^) by

in (A33) will underestimate (-^), and so strengthen the eventual

conclusions.

It remains to calculate a1. In East Antarctica, cf' is on the

order of 103Nm~2. In an unconfined ice shelf, the balance of stresses

— 6 —2 3

with sea water gives a* up to 10 Nm . A value between 10 and

X

10 Nm is probably reasonable for ice streams.

Suppose that all ice motion is due to sliding over the bed (u=u, ;

Weertman and Birchfield, 1981; Appendix C) . Then the flow law yields

u-u (A28)

and

A good estimate of the flow-law parameter, A, is 5x10 ( N m ) s  .

This is the value determined by Thomas (1973) for ice-shelf spreading

and is the value recommended by Paterson (1981, p.39) for -10 °C.

Using this value of A and calculated values of (—) , (A25), (A27),

and (A28) can be solved for (|H)»(i^) Results are shown in table

All.

streamfX' 
Parameter
x(m) 
3u,  - I 
a*(Nm~2)
x
x
 ' 
h(m) 
3_h 
3x 
 Equation 
(A25) 
(A28) 
(A20) 
(A20) 
(A21) 
(A22) 
(A27) 
°
f (f^m and © t for 
Values 
0 .OxlO+ O 1.5xlO+ 5 
1.28x10 " U 2.10X10" 1  1 
2.95xl0+ 4 3.48xlO+ 4 
1.36xl0 + 3 1.06xl0 + 3 
-2.00xl0~3 -2.00xl0~3 
4.75xl0~9 4.75xl0~9 
5.12xlO" 1  4 8.40xl0 ~ 1  4 
1.76xl0 " U 1.47X10" 1  1 
2.91xl0~3 5.71xl0~3 
Antarctic ice 
3.00x10+5 
-11 4.09x10
+4 4.34x10
7.60x10,+2 
-3 
-2.00x10
-94.75x10 
-13 1.64x10
-11 1.38x10 
-2 1.19x10
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3 w
From table All it is evident that (-—) is less than 1.2 percent

0 X ID

of (—) in ice streams. Thus, it is valid to assume that

for ice streams as well as for East Antarctica. It is probably valid

to make this assumption for all grounded ice in polar ice sheets.
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Appendix B. Similarity of different weighting schemes

for flow-law parameter A.

In the derivation of the model, it was assumed that A=A, and the

flow-law parameter was not explicitly averaged over depth as were

other terms in the flow-law equations for shearing and longitudinal

deformation. If A had been explicitly averaged over depth, different

weighting by the shear and longitudinal flow laws would have led to

different values of A. In both cases A is weighted toward deeper

layers, however, and the following discussion shows that different

values of A differ by only a small amount.

Suppose that

A=Ao[l-(£m] (Bl)

that is, A has a maximum value of A at the bed and decreases to zero

' o

at the surface. This model provides a reasonable fit to expected

values, and makes calculations easy. For East Antarctica along a flow

line from Dome C to the coast, H=3000 m and m=0.05 are reasonable

values; m=0.01 is too small, but m=0.1 might be possible (Fig. Bl).

From the flow law

9z / A T  T
e xz

3u_. 2 . (B3)

, A T O
9x ex

where

2 2. ,2 (B4)

e xz x
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Figure Bl. Estimates of flow-law parameter, A, as a function of depth

425 km downglacier from Dome C "Best values" are obtained using a

Robin (1955) temperature model and the temperature-dependence of A

recommended by Paterson (1981, p.39). Other curves are fits to the

best values using the formula (Bl), for different values of the

constant m.
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First consider the case where a '=0. The shear flow law (B2) gives

X

u=2/hA [l-(£m](pg!£>V3-3h2z+3hz2-z3)dz+ub <B5)

whence

, 4 , . 3 nri-1 , . 2 m+2 , , nri-3 nrt-4 
z9 h . 3 . , , 3 K2 2J.V, 3  x 1 , h z 3 h z , 3 h z z
^
 [ ( h Z
"
h Z +hZ
 " V  ^ ari-2 '' S~ 
. (B6) 
Integrating (B6) through thickness gives

- . 2 . , 8hN3. 5. . 120

u h = A ( 8
^
 h t15 o P  ^  (fri-l)(nri-2)(mf3)(nri-4)(nri-5)J
+Ubh . 
Had i t been assumed that A=A in (B2), then (B7) would have been 
(B8) 
so that 
120 
1~ o^ 

Integrating the longitudinal flow law (B3) through thickness and then

taking o'=0 gives

X 
-**> . (Bio,

Evaluating the horizontal velocity at the surface from (B6) and

combining with (BIO) yields
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Had it been assumed that A=52  i n (B2), then (Bll) would have been

(B12)

so that

24

. (B13)

Both A^ ^ and k^ are weighted according to the shear flow law for '=0;

however, A^ requires integration over depth and then thickness,

whereas A^ requires integration over thickness only. For m between

0.01 and 0.10, the difference between A. and A9 ranges from 9 percent

to 8 percent. Errors in determination of A are probably much larger

than this (Paterson, 1981, p.34-40), so differences in the two

weighting schemes are not significant.

Now consider a '= a '^o. This is more realistic, but leads to

xx

greater complications and a less-straightforward result.

First, the horizontal gradient in horizontal ice flux is derived

from the shear-flow law (B2) by substituting (B4) and (Bl) into (B2),

integrating over depth and then over thickness, and differentiating

with respect to x, assuming that horizontal variation of A is slow.
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This gives

3x

Had it been assumed that A=A. in (B2), (B14) would have been

dX

There no longer exists a simple expression for A, in terms of the

constants A and m. Reasonable values of parameters for East

Antarctica are:

h=3000m; |£=-2xlO~3; -^-,»-4xlO~8; u.=0; a'=700Nm~2; -r-^O.

o* £ D X 3X

Substituting these values into (B14) and (B15) and eliminating

insignificant terms yields

(.17)

52

so that 
- 120 W1 
Next, the horizontal gradient in horizontal ice flux is derived

from the longitudinal flow law (B3) by substituting (B4) and (Bl) into

(B3), integrating through thickness, and evaluating u(h) from the

shear flow law. This gives

(m+l)(m+2)rlJ 
^ (fl)(L)(f3) (B19>

+2(Pg) (hgj) [1
 (m+1)(mf2)(m+3)(m+4)3rUb^

Had it been assumed that A=A_ in (B2) and (B3) then (B19) would have

been

Again, no simple relation exists between A^ and A Q and m.

Substituting values for East Antarctica and eliminating

insignificant terms yields

3(hu)

For m=0.05, (B18) gives A ^ . l l A  ^  and (B21) and (B22) give A2 between 
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0.09A and 0.10A . Thus, the different weighting schemes do not cause

o o

large differences in calculated values of A in East Antarctica, and it

is valid to assume A=A".

Finally, consider typical ice-stream values (appendix A): h=1000 m;

^--2xl0"3; ^-5=0, T T - ^ 4 . 13x10"2; a'=3.5xl04. Substituting into

equations derived from the shear-flow law (B14) and (B15) and

simplifying to eliminate insignificant terms gives

(B23)

Substituting into equations derived from the longitudinal flow law

(B19) and (B20) and simplifying gives

and A^ is effectively given by

^ t  < B 2 6 >

Comparison of (B23) and (B26) for m=0.05 shows that the two

weighting schemes do not lead to significantly different values of A.

Thus, it is valid to take A=A both in shear-dominated ice sheets and

in ice streams.
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Appendix C. Depth-variation of longitudinal-deviatoric stress.

Longitudinal-deviatoric stress varies both vertically and

horizontally in an ice sheet. In the derivation of model equations

(page 9) it was assumed that the longitudinal-deviatoric stress can be

replaced by a weighted average over depth that varies only

horizontally. Substitution of a weighted average over depth for a

depth-varying parameter is a commonly-used device in glaciological

calculations, especially for the flow-law parameter (Paterson, 1981,

p. 83-84). The following calculations demonstrate that depth-

dependence of longitudinal-deviatoric stress is relatively weak at

those depths where most deformation occurs, so that longitudinal­

deviatoric stress is especially suited for replacement by a weighted

average over depth.
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Ci. East Antarctica downglacier from Dome C

Along a flow line from Dome C to the coast in East Antarctica,

longitudinal-deviatoric stress varies only slowly with depth in the

lower third of the ice sheet where most deformation occurs. This

result is obtained by using published models to calculate vertical

strain rates, temperatures and hence flow-law parameters, and shear

stresses as functions of depth, and then solving the flow-law equation

for stretching to find the longitudinal-deviatoric stress as a

function of depth.

Vertical-strain-rate models are discussed in Bolzan (1984). He

considers

_ i * \ i_ _ __ 
(ci) 
(C2) 
which he designates class I and class II flow, respectively. Near

Dome C he finds that best fits are obtained with n between 0 and 1 for

class I models, and n equal to approximately 2 for class II models.

Models considered here include class I models with n=0.5 and with n=l

(linear variation of vertical strain rate with depth) and class II

models with n=0 (constant vertical strain rate with depth) and with

n=2. Although depth-variation of vertical strain rate is not well-

understood, it is probable that this range of models encompasses

actual behavior. For two-dimensional flow of incompressible ice,
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vertical strain rate is related to horizontal strain rate by the

simple formula

(C3)

Because the flow-law parameter varies with temperature, it is

necessary to calculate temperature profiles. Temperature in an ice

sheet depends on such factors as geothermal heat flow, basal-melting

rate, surface temperature, internal-heat generation, thermal

properties of ice, and both horizontal and vertical advection. Many

of these factors are not well-constrained or are difficult to

calculate.

One temperature model that combines reasonable accuracy and simple

calculations is the Robin model (Robin, 1955; Clarke and others,

1977). It allows for conduction and vertical advection (class II

flow, n=0), but not for horizontal advection. Input data are

accumulation rate, ice-sheet thickness, geothermal heat flux (taken to

be 5.7xlO~2Wm~2, the value recommended for Dome C by Bolzan, 1984),

_2

thermal conductivity of ice (2.51Wm ) , and the temperature at one

depth (taken to be the pressure-melting temperature at the bed). The

model then yields temperature as a function of depth, which can be

read easily from the nondimensional graphs in Clarke and others

(1977).

It is recognized that each vertical-strain-rate model should have

its own temperature profile. Considering the magnitude of other

probable errors involved, this would introduce significant
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calculational complications without significantly improving the

quality of results.

The flow-law parameter, A, exhibits an Arrhenius-type temperature

dependence with different rate constants above and below -10 C. To

good approximation

A(T)=5.3xl0"24exp(0.23216T), 0>T>-10 °C (C4)

A(T)=1.7785xl0"24exp(0.12297T), -10>T>-50 °C (C5)

where T is temperature in degrees Celsius (Paterson, 1981, p.39).

Shear stress is calculated from ice-sheet thickness and surface

slope according to equation (3). Calculated values of A, e , and

T are then substituted into the longitudinal-flow-law equation (1),

which is solved for longitudinal-deviatoric stress. Results for three

positions along a flow line from Dome C to the coast are shown in

figures C1-C3, and in tables CI-CIII.

It is apparent that longitudinal-deviatoric stress does vary with

depth. This variation, however, is relatively weaker near the bed,

where most deformation occurs, than it is farther from the bed. Only

25 km from the ice divide, shear stress varies more rapidly with depth

than longitudinal-deviatoric stress in the lower two-tenths of the ice

sheet for most models considered. Farther from the ice divide, depth-

variation of shear stress is larger than depth-variation of

longitudinal-deviatoric stress in the lower third of the ice sheet for

all models considered.
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Figures Cl, C2, and C3. Depth-variation of longitudinal-deviatoric

stress (er
,x
1), for different vertical-strain-rate models from Bolzan

(1984). Models used are Bolzan's class I with n=0.5 and n=l, and

class II with n=0 and n=2. Shear stress (T ) is also shown as a

xz

function of depth, calculated according to equation (3). Figures Cl,

C2, and C3 are plots of values from tables Cl, CII, and CIII,

respectively, and represent positions 25 km, 400 km, and 715 km

downglacier from Dome C, respectively.
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Table CI. Calculation of longitudinal-deviatoric stress as a function

of depth, 25 km from Dome C

h=35OOm, ^=-6.39x10  4 . .17x10-9 ms  -1 
class II,n=2 
z(m) T(°C) A[(Nm"2)~3s"1] a'(Nm"2) 
l.Oh -54, .3 2.24x10 -27 0.00x10"!"? l.OOxlO"12 7.64x10,+4 
0.9h -52, .7 2.73x10 -27 .60x10'+3 8.12x10-13 6.67x10+4 
0.8h -50.3 3.66x10 -27 12x10 6.42x10-13 5.59x10.+4 
0.7h -47.1 5.43x10 -27 68x10'+4 4.91x10-13 4.46x10+4 
0.6h -42.3 9.80x10 -27 2.24x10+4 3.61x10 -13 3.26x10+4 
0.5h -37.6 1.75x10 -26 2.80x10'+4 2.51x10 '-13 2.29x10+4 
0.4h -32.0 3.48x10 -26 3.36x10.+4 1.60x10-13 .38x10 
0.3h -25.6 .64x10 -26 3.92x10'+4 9.03x10'-14 5.28x10 +3 25 
-14

.
r
O.lh -10.5 4.89x10 -25 5.04x10 00x10 6.31x10' 
O.Oh -2.6 2.90x10-24 5.60x10 +4 0.00x10 +0 0.00x10 +0 
0.2h -18.5 
 83x10 4.48x10 .+4 01x10 
-14 8.54x10 
Class II,n=0 Class I , n=0.5 Class I , n=l 
z(m) ex(s

-13 
,30x10 +4 1.00x10 -12 7.65xl0 -13 6.68x10 
0.9h 3.34x10' 
-13 ,96x10" 6.86x10 -13 6.31x10 +4 6.02x10 -13 6.04x10
>
0.8h 3.34x10 .49x10 5.55x10"^ 5.32x10™ 5.35xlO_£j 5.26x10^ 
l.Oh 3.34x10 
•13 -13 '-13 4 
-13 -13 -13 0.7h 
-13 .92x10" +4 4.53x10 -13 4.34x10 +4 
4.68x10
-13 4.39x10 +4 
0.6h 3.34x10 .18x10 3.69x10 3.29x10 4.01x10 " 3.38x10 
0.5h 3.34x10" -13 .55x10 2.94x10 -13 2.43x10 3.34x10^3 2.55x10^ 
-13 i+4 2.27xlO~,13 1.61xl0lJ 2.67xlO_^ 1.73x10 0.4h 3.34x10' 
-13 .90x10 -13 
,01x10-13 9.31x10 0.3h 3.34x10' 8.l4xlO 
'+3 -13 +3 
0.2h 3.34x10' -13 ,20x10 1.06x10: 2.22x10 34x10M 4^ 2.78x10+ 2 
O.lh -13 08x10. 3.27x10 6.69x10_£ 4.25x10. +0 
' 0.00x10 O.Oh
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Table CII. Calculation of longitudinal-deviatoric stress as a function

of depth, 400 km from Dome C.

h=2950m, -^=-2 ', 6=2.13x10" 
' 3x class II,n=2 
z(m) T(°C) A[(Nm"2)"3s"1] 
xz 
(Nm~2) 
•»<• 
l.Oh -37.7 1.72x10 •26 
.00x10.+0 2.17x10r
1 2 
5.02x10.+4 
-26 +3 +40.9h -37.7 1.72x10" 
-26 60x10 .75x10 -12 4.65x10+40.8h -36.4 2.02x10' 
-26 12x10 .39x10 -12 4.00x10
-12 +40.7h -35.0 2.40x10" 68x10+4 06x10 1 3 3.27x10
0.6h -33.0 3.07x10"•26 24x10.+4 .80x10r 2.38x10+4 
0.5h -30.3 4.28x10" -26 80x10+4 42x10 -13 1.32x10+4 
0.4h -25.6 7.64x10' -26 .+4 -13 3.97x10+3 
0.3h -20.3 1.47x10" •25 
36x10+4 3.47x10-13 
-25 92x10 1.95x10 8.63x10
+2 
0.2h -14.8 2.85x10' 
•25 48x10
.+4 8.66x10-14 51x10.+2 
O.lh -8.9 6.71x10' 04x10+4 2.17x10-14 27x10+1 O.Oh -2.2 3.18x10' -24 60x10+4 0.00x10+0 0.00x10.+0 
Class II,n=0 Class I , n=0.5 Class  I , n=l 
z(m) a '(Nm"
2) 0l(Nm"2) 
-13 
" 
1 2 ,-12 .+4l.Oh 7 22xl0 48x10?? 2.17x10 .02x10,+4 1.44x10 " 4.37x10
0.9h 7 22x10 •13 45x10 1.48x10 39x10+4 1.30x10-12 4.20x10+4 
0.8h 7 22x10 -13 16x10 1.20x10 3.79x10+4 1.16x10f12 3.74x10+4 
•13 77 +4
0.7h 7 22x10 
-13 81x10 9.80x10 
-13 3.21x10 
.+4 1.01x10-12 3.21x100.6h 7 22xlO 29x10^7 7.96x10 8.66xlO
"
~ " 
-13 7^ 
-13 2.40x10 " 2.50x10
+4 
0.5h 7 22xlO 
•13 61xl0T! 6.34x10
"
13 .48x10
+4 7.22x10 1.61x10 +4 
0.4h 7 22x10 93x10 ^ 4.88x10 5.51x10 ,+3 5.78x10 " " 6.46x10 
0.3h 7 22x10 •13 18x10 ^ 3.54xlO 1.56x10' 4.33xlO ~ " ,91x10": 
0.2h 7 22x10 -13 26x10 ; 2.29x10~13 4.00x10 2.89x10-13 .05x10.
•13
O.lh 7 22x10 
-13 24x10^  1.11x10+0 6.51x10' .+0 1.44xl0"i
J 
8.45x10
+oO.Oh 7.22x10 24xl0Ti 0.00x10"™ 0.00x10™ 0.00x10™ 0.00x10 
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Table CIII. Calculation of longitudinal-devlatoric stress as a

function of depth, 715 km from Dome C.

h=1935m, i^-5.22x10 
~
3
, 6=5,93xl0"9ms"1

o X

class II,n=2

z(m) T(°C) A[(Nm~2)~3s e (s o'(Nm~2)
v

25 x

l.Oh -18.1 1.92x10r 0.00x10,+0 9.19x10 -12 3.63x10 ) + 4

0.9h -18.1 1.92x10 -25 9.01x10+3 7. 45x10-12 3.31x10 +4

0.8h -18.1 1 92x10 -25 1.80x10+4 5 88x10 -12 2.79x10

0.7h -18.0 1 94x10 -25 2.70x10+4 4. 50x10 '-12 2.03x10 + 4

0.6h -17.7 2 .02x10 -25 3.60x10+4 3.31x10 -12 1 15x10 +4

0.5h -16.9 2.23x10 -25 4.50x10+4 2.30x10 '-12 5 03x10+3

0.4h -15.2 2.74x10 -25 5.40x10 1.47x10 -12 1 84x10 + 3

-25 '-13 +2
0.3h -12.6 3. 78x10 25 6.31x10+4 8.27x10 5 49x10

0.2h -9.4 5 98x10r 7.21x10 3.68x10 -13 1 ,18x10+2

O.lh -5.4 1. 51x10 -24 8.11x10 +4 9.19x10 '-14 9.25x10 +0

O.Oh 
-1.4 3.83x10 -24 9.01x10 +4 0.00x10 0.00x10 +0

Class II,n=0 Class  I , n=0.5 Class I, n=l 
z(m) (s ) ' (Nn (s"1)
 a'(Nm"2] '(Nnf2) 
ex x 
l.Oh 06x10 •12 .52x10,+4 9.19x10 -12 3.63x10 6.13xl0~12 3 .17x10 
0.9h 06x10' -12 ,41x10 6.28x10 '-12 3.11x10 +4 5.52x10",, 2 .98x10 ; 
-12 .+4 -12 +4 +4 0.8h 06x10 .09x10 5 08x10 2.62x10 4.90x10" , .58x10
-12 +4 -12 +4 +4 0.7h 06x10' .61x10 4, 16x10 12 1.94x10 .98x10
0.6h 06x10 -12 .07x10 3 38x10r 1.17x10.+4 3.68x10 " ,25x10 
0.5h 06x10' -12 .63x10 2. 69x10 -12 ,86x10 +3 3.06xl0~^ 6.63x10 :
0.4h 3.06x10 -12 81x10,+3 2 07x10 -12 .58x10 
+3 2.45x10 ,06x10 
0.3h 3.06x10' 03x10+3 1. 50x10 -12 96x10+2 84x10 -12 22x10 :
0.2h 3.06x10' -12 84x10.+2 9.71x10 -13 12x10+2 .23x10 ,96x10 
O.lh 3.06x10' -12 08x10+2 4.72x10 '-13 4.75x10:+i 6.13x10" ,17x10 :
O.Oh 3.06x10' -12 84x10+1 0.00x10 +0 0.00x10+0 0.00x10 ,00x10 +o 
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Cii. West Antarctic ice streams.

Longitudinal-deviatoric stresses do not tend to zero at the bed of

an ice stream as they do at the bed of an ice sheet with no basal

sliding. This complicates the calculation of longitudinal-deviatoric

stresses in ice streams, and a different computational scheme from

that used in Ci, above, must be devised. The method adopted here is

to require mass balance at two points separated by a small distance,

x, calculate horizontal velocity as a function of depth in a finite-

difference approximation at each point, and from this calculate -£t

A X

which is the finite-difference approximation of the longitudinal

strain rate, t .

x

Consider the ice stream described in Appendices A and B. Flow-law

parameters and shear stresses are calculated as in Ci, assuming that

longitudinal variations in the flow-law parameter and in the

longitudinal-deviatoric stress are small and can be ignored.

Total horizontal velocity, u, is the sum of sliding velocity, u,,

and deformational velocity, u,. Deformational velocity is calculated

by finite-difference integration of equation (2) over depth, with

a\~al  i n e a c  n interval. Initially a1 is taken to be 3.25x10 Nm in

X X X

each interval; this is then varied in subsequent iterations.

After deformational velocity is calculated, bottom-sliding

velocity is chosen to maintain mass balance, and total velocity is

calculated as a function of depth for the two points along the flow

line that are under consideration. It is then straightforward to

calculate ^ = e x , and then a^ from equation (1). Using the new
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values of o^, the entire calculation is then repeated iteratively

until values of a^ from successive iterations do not change. In

practice, only one iteration is required.

Results are shown in figure C4. Values of longitudinal-deviatoric

stress are seen to vary by only a factor of three over the ice-stream

thickness; most of this variation is caused by increased resistance to

deformation of colder ice near the surface.

It is apparent that longitudinal-deviatoric stress varies with

depth both in shear-dominated regions of the East Antarctic ice sheet

and in ice streams. Such variation is not extreme, however,

especially throughout ice streams and in deep regions of shear-

dominated ice sheets where most deformation occurs. Depth-variation

of the flow-law parameter (which frequently is replaced by a weighted

average over depth) and of the shear stress (which seldom is replaced

by a weighted average over depth) are usually larger that depth-

variation of longitudinal-deviatoric stress. Thus, it is reasonable

to replace the longitudinal-deviatoric stress with a weighted average

over depth.

There are actually two different weighting schemes for

longitudinal-deviatoric stress, just as there are for the flow-law

parameter (Appendix B) . As in Appendix B, both schemes give greatest

weight to deep layers where deformation is fastest, and thus give

similar values for the depth-averaged-longitudinal-deviatoric stress.
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Figure C4. Depth-variation of longitudinal-deviatoric (a')

and shear (T ) stresses for an ice stream. Values plotted

are calculate! in table CIV.
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Table CIV. Calculation of longitudinal-devlatoric stress as a function 
of depth in an ice stream. 
h=1000m, -^=-0.002, 6=4 ms"1 , Ax=1000m 
x=XQ)=7 .92xl0"6ms"1, u ( x =7 .94063xl0"6ms~1 
T(°C)
10 0.95h -14.3 
9 0.85h -14.0 
8 O.75h -13.4 
7 0.65h -12.5 
6 0.55h -11.4 
5 0.45h 
-10.0 
4 0.35h 
-8.3 
3 0.25h -6 .4 
2 0.15h 
-4 .3 
1 0.05h 
-2 .2 
x=x 
i uld(ms ) 
10 3.24132x10 - 8 
9 3.22933x10 
8 3.20367x10 8 
7 3.16072x10 r8 
6 3.09457x10 r
5 2.99275x10 
4 2.82177x10 
- 8 3 2.50632x10 
- 8 2 1.90787x10 
1 7.57980x10 
u =2.69163xl0"8d
 A1[(Nm 2)~3s 
2 3 
3.07x10 r2 3 0.00x10 
3.20x10 r2 5 2.68x10^ 
3.45x10 r 4.46x10 
3.86x10 -25 6.24x10 +3 
.-25 +3 4.42x10 8.03x10 
-25 5 .49x10 23 9.81x10^ 
7 .89x10r' 1.16x10 
1 .25x10 ,-24 1.34x10^ 
2.01x10 ,-24 1.52x10 +4 3.33x10 -24 1.70x10 
x=x +Ax

o

-11 3.23014x10 .061x10 
-11 
3.21838x10 .061x10 
3.19299x10' .061x10 cit 3.15034x10' 2.062x10 
3.08459x10' 2.062x10 - l  i 
2.98318x10 .062x10 -11 
2.81288x10' 
-8 .063x10 
- l  i 
2.49855x10 .064x10 11 
1.90206x10 
_ I .066x10 r
7.55700x10 2.070x10 
 u,=2.68288x10" d 
(Nm"2)J
x i 
+4 
.06x10 
'+4 
.00x10 !
.89x10 
+4 
.73x10 
3.54x10 
+4 3.25x10 
2.82x10 +4 
2.31x10 ;
1.82x10 +4 
1.33x10 
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Appendix D. Demonstration that bottom sliding is unimportant

in East Antarctica.

In applying the model to East Antarctica, it was assumed that no

bottom sliding occurs. Radio-echo sounding has shown, however, that

some portions of the bed under the East Antarctic ice sheet are at the

basal-melting temperature (Oswald and Robin, 1973) and free to slide.

Small amounts of basal sliding will not invalidate the results

obtained in this study for East Antarctica, because of the empirical

way in which the flow-law parameter, A, is calculated. If basal

sliding is assumed to be zero but some basal sliding actually occurs,

calculated values of A will be larger (corresponding to "softer" ice

that deforms more easily) than ice-sheet temperature would justify.

In nonsteady flow, the model ice sheet will respond as a soft ice

sheet moving entirely by internal deformation, rather than as a harder

ice sheet with some basal sliding. Because increased stress increases

ice flux both in a soft ice sheet with no basal sliding and in a

harder ice sheet with basal sliding, small amounts of basal sliding

may be modelled as internal deformation without introducing large

errors; however, because basal sliding does not obey the same flow law

as internal deformation, basal sliding must be modelled explicitly if

it becomes rapid.

To assess the importance of basal sliding in East Antarctica, it

is necessary to calculate deformational ice fluxes and compare with

balance fluxes. If close agreement is obtained, then basal sliding is
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not important. If balance fluxes significantly exceed fluxes due to

internal deformation, then basal sliding is important.

The rate of ice deformation at a point depends on the longitudinal

and shear stresses, and depends on the flow-law parameter, which

varies with temperature. Shear stress can be calculated from ice-

sheet configuration according to equation (3). Depth-dependence of

temperature, temperature-dependence of the flow-law parameter, and

then longitudinal stress are calculated as in Appendix C, assuming

class I flow with n=0.5.

To calculate deformational velocities, the ice column is divided

into n discrete intervals of length Az. (here n=10, Az^O.lh). For

each interval, midpoint values (z=z.) are calculated for the flow-law

parameter, A., longitudinal-deviatoric stress, a^, and shear stress,

T ., and these are assumed to represent averages over the

it h interval. Change in horizontal velocity across an interval, A^,

is then given by the discrete version of the shear flow law

Aui=2AiAzi[(pg||)3(h3-3h2zi+3hzi2-zi3)+(pg||)a;2(h-zi)] # (Dl)

The deformational velocity at the top of the j interval, where the

base of the interval j=l is in contact with the bed, is

i 0>2)

XX ™ i-t A \X

The mean deformational velocity in the ( j+l)S t interval is 
.1 (D3) 
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and the total ice flux due to deformation, (hu>d, is

( h u )  ^ u.Az.. <D4>

The balance or equilibrium ice flux, (hu) , is obtained by integrating

the accumulation-rate profile (36) from the ice divide to yield

(hu) =1.15xl0+3[exp(4.70xl0~6x)-l]+3.16xl0~2x m V 1 ' ( D 5 )

Calculated values of (hu), and (hu) for three points along a flow

d e

line from Dome C to the coast are shown in tables DI, DII, and Dili.

Basal sliding is calculated to account for 15 percent to 23 percent of

total ice flux.

Several of the assumptions used in this calculation may introduce

significant errors. The vertical strain rate probably differs from

the assumed model. Calculated temperature profiles ignore horizontal

advection and internal heat generation, and are based on values of

geothermal heat flow that are poorly constrained. Published estimates

of the flow-law parameter for a given temperature differ by up to an

order of magnitude from those used here (Paterson, 1981, p. 34-40).

Values of the flow-law parameter assumed here do not explicitly

consider fabric development, which can have major effects on ice flow.

The assumed accumulation-rate profile probably includes significant

errors. The ice sheet does not have a precisely horizontal bed nor an

exact Vialov (1958) profile, and it probably is not in steady state.

It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of these probable

errors. Ice velocity of about 20ma generates as much heat
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Table DI. Calculation of deformational and balance velocities 25 km

from Dome C.

Position, ice thickness, surface slope, accumulation rate, and

profiles of temperature, flow-law parameter, shear stress, vertical

strain rate (class I, n=0.5), and longitudinal-deviatoric stress are

the same as in table CI.

i Z i 
10 0.95h 
9 0.85h 
8 O.75h 
7 0.65h 
6 0.55h 
5 0.45h 
4 0.35h 
3 0.25h 
2 0.15h 
0.05h •-I 
Au.(ms ) -1 
8.007xl0"12 
2.268xlO~U 
3.644xlO~U 
5.285X10"11 
7.301X10"11 
1.013xl0"10 
1.456xl0"10 
6.329xl0"10 
1.012x10~9 
5.494x10~9 
7.575xl0~9 
7.57lxlO~9 
7.530xl0~9 
7.485xl0~9 
7.423xlO~9 
7.336xl0~9 
7.219xl0~9 
6.822xlO~9 
6.0O0xlO~9 
2.747xl0"9 
(hu)d=2.370x10 
(hu)e=2.957x10 
u Az (m s 
2.651xl0~6 
2.65OxlO~6 
2.636xl0"6 
2.620xl0"6 
2.598x10~6 
2.567x10"6 
2.524xl0"6 
2.388x10'6 
2.IOOXIO"6 
9.615xlO~7 
-5 
-5 
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Table DII. Calculation of deformational and balance velocities 400 km

from Dome C.

Position, ice thickness, surface slope, accumulation rate, and

profiles of temperature, flow^ -law parameter, shear stress, vertical

strain rate (class I, n=0.5), and longitudinal-deviatoric stress are

the same as in table CII.

i z.
10 0.95h
9 0.85h
8 0.75h
7 0.65h
6 0.55h
5 0.45h
4 O.35h
3 0.25h
2 0.15h
1 0.05h
 Au.(ms

-11 
 6.038x10

-10 
 1.618x10

-10 
 2.571x10

-10 
 3.723x10

,-10 
 5.457x10

-9 
 1.110x10

-9 
 3.014x10

-9 
 8-938x10

-8 
 2.722x10

 1.317x10-7

- 1 , 
7 
1.733xlO r
1.733x10 -7 
1.730x10 -7 
1.727x10 ~7 
-7 1.723xlO

-7 1.715xlO

-7 1.694xl0

-7 1.634xl0

-7 1.453xl0

-8 6.586x10

(hu)d=4.661x10 
- , 2 - 1 , 
u1Azi(m s ; 
5.113xl0~5 5

5.112x10 r

5.104x10 -5

5.094x10 -5

5.082x10 -5

5.058x10 -5

4.998x10 -5

4.819x10 -5

4.287x10 -5

1.943x10 -5

-4

(hu) =6.028x10 -4 
[(hu")a-(hu")J/(hu) =22.7% 
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Table Dili. Calculation of deformational and balance velocities 715 km

from Dome C.

Position, ice thickness, surface slope, accumulation rate, and

profiles of temperature, flow-law parameter, shear stress, vertical

strain rate (class I, n=0.5), and longitudinal-deviatbric stress are

the same as in Table CHI.

_1 
u.(ms ) 2 -1.

A u.(ms ) as )
10 0.95h 3.757x10 
-10 8.702x10 1.684x10 
-10 
-7 -4 9 0.85h 7.190x10 8.694x10 1.682x10

-9 -7 -4
8 0.75h 1.741x10 8.689x10 1.681x10

-9 -7 -4
7 0.65h 2.967x10 8.665x10 1.677x10

-9 -7 -4
6 0.55h 5.622x10 8.618x10 1.668x10"

-8 -7 -4
5 0.45h 1.136x10 8.537x10 1.652x10

-8 -7 -4
4 0.35h 2.439x10 8.352x10 1.616x10

-7 -4
3 0.25h 5.421x10 7.961x10 1.540x10

-7 -7 -4
2 0.15h 1.581x10 6.900x10 1.335x10

-7 -7 -5
1 0.05h 6.110x10 3.055x10 5.911x10

-3
(hu)d=l.513x10

-3
(hu) =1.728x10

[(hu)e-(hu)d]/(hu)d=l4.2%
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internally as is supplied to the ice sheet by normal geothermal flux

(Paterson, 1981, p.201). Depth-averaged balance velocity is about

28111a-1 at a point 715 km from Dome C. Thus, ignoring internal heat of

deformation should significantly understate deformational velocities.

Published estimates of basal sliding downglacier from Dome C are

scarce. Hughes and others (1981) postulate a basal freezing zone

downglacier from Dome C, where basal sliding should be slow to zero.

Budd and others (1971) show flowlines from Dome C to the coast to be

almost entirely frozen to the bed.

In conclusion, bottom sliding might account for 30 percent or more

of total ice flux, or the ice sheet may be frozen to the bed and not

sliding in most regions. It appears most likely that bottom sliding

occurs but is minor, and that taking bottom sliding to be identically

zero is a reasonable assumption.
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Appendix E. Initial estimates of depth-averaged

longitudinal-deviatoric stress.

Solution of the flow model developed in this study requires

initial estimates of depth-averaged longitudinal-deviatoric stress,

o', which are adjusted using an iterative technique. Two different

methods for calculation of initial values of a1 have been tried: a

simplified flow model and substitution of typical values into equation

(13). Both methods give similar results.
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Ei. Simplified flow model.

The approach adopted here is to calculate balance ice fluxes for

an ice sheet frozen to its bed with no longitudinal-deviatoric

stresses, and then calculate the longitudinal-deviatoric stresses that

these fluxes would cause. For a'=0, the flow law reduces t0

3

 (El)

xz

Substituting forT xz  from equation (3) and integrating over depth

yields

u=2A(pgi|)3(h3z-|h2z2+hz3-|z4) (E2)

Taking the flow-law parameter to be a weighted average over depth and

integrating (E2) over thickness then yields

| p | | h 5 (E3)

and taking the derivative with respect to x

3(hu) o7, ,3.,3h.4 6r, .3, 5.8h.292h , ,

-A_^2A(pg) (n_) +3A(pg) h (—) —  j (E4)

Next, it is assumed that longitudinal-deviatoric stresses do exist,

and can be replaced by weighted averages over depth. Then,

integrating the longitudinal flow law (1) through thickness and

substituting for u(h) from (E2) yields

(E5)
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Equating (E4) and (E5) and simplifying then yields

Next, it is assumed that shear stress is much larger than

longitudinal-deviatoric stress; that is,

(E7)

and (E6) becomes

4 3,3hv2 6.32L

The integral equation (E8) is satisfied for

| | 2 ^ 2 (E9)

Integrating (E9) through thickness,

H2!^ (E10)

Initial estimates of a^ can then be calculated from ice-sheet

configuration using (E10) .
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Eii. Substitution of typical values into equation (13).

Equation (13) is an implicit statement of a' in terms of ice-sheet

configuration. Approximate values of parameters involved in equation

(13) for East Antarctica are listed in table El. Typical values of

both a1 and its derivative with respect to x can be calculated using

x

methods in appendices B-D, or using equation (E10). Values of each

term in equation (13), calculated using numbers from table El, are

listed in table EII.

From table EII, it is evident that equation (13) may be

approximated by

- 1, ,9h.2-, 3,
 U\3,3hN4 6, N3.4/8hx23 h ,„,,.

°^
( P
« W ax"2(p8h) W "5(p8) h <5i>  ^ 2 (EU>

which can be solved for a' to give

which differs from (E10) only by constants. Equation (E12) was used

in this study.
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Table El. Typical values of parameters for East Antarctica.

All units mks.

p 910

g -9 .8 
h 3xl0+ 3 
^ -2X10"3 
9x 
-5xl0~9

; : io+ 3 
x

+2xl0"3

+00.00x10 
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Table EII. Calculated terms in equation (13), using numbers from table

(El). All units mks.

-' 3 +9

a J 1.0x10 *

3h •>_ 2 +8

• £ l.lxlO™

2 ,292h-'2 .
 7 iri+8

-jjPgh  — j ° -2.7x10

9x

1 9h 2— +11

r(pgh—-) a 9.5x10

4
 U29h9a x .. , ..+8

~5P8n +4.3x10

3 "i 3h U +11

-r(pgh) (—) 4.6x10

, . « 2, ,
6,
 N3-9hN29 h,4 , . ,_•

-j(pg) (—) —jh -1.4x10

9h

 0.00xl0+0
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Appendix F. Response times of ice sheets with terminal positions

controlled by sea level compared to response times

of ice sheets free to advance or retreat.

An increase in accumulation rate causes an ice sheet to thicken to

a new equilibrium configuration. This response has been modelled by

Nye (1960), Whillans (1981), and Bolzan (class II, n=2; 1984) using

the form

Ah-9Afi[l-exp(-|)]

where t is time, h is change in ice-sheet thickness from original

thickness h, 6 is change in accumulation rate from the initial value

b", and is the response time given by

(F2)

where p is a constant (Nye, 1960, near an ice divide; Whillans, 1981;

Bolzan, 1984, class II, n=2, near an ice divide). The constant p is

equal to one in the Nye (1960), Whillans, and Bolzan models. The Nye

(1960) model assumed that all motion is by basal sliding, and that no

diffusion of kinematic waves occurs. In later models he allowed for

internal deformation, which increased p to between one and four, and

for diffusion, which decreased p back toward one (a good summary of

the Nye models is given in Paterson, 1981, p.241-267).

The (Fl)-type models use the assumption that thickness changes,

but that surface slope does not change. This may be a good

approximation for an ice sheet that is free to advance when
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accumulation rate increases, although it is probably strictly true

only rarely. This assumption is generally not valid for an ice sheet

with terminal position controlled by sea level. In such an ice sheet,

increase in thickness increases surface slope except at the ice

divide. Because the ice sheet responds smoothly, response at the ice

divide also will reflect control of the terminal position by sea

level, even though surface slope does not change there.

To assess the importance of this increase in surface slope to

ice-sheet response, consider a simplified ice sheet with no

longitudinal stresses. Integrating the flow law through thickness

twice, expressing in terms of the horizontal gradient in horizontal

ice flux, and combining with the continuity relation (4) gives

h=t>-A(pg)3[2(h||)445(||)2l^] (F3)

3x

The two terms enclosed within square brackets are of the same order of

magnitude.

If the ice-sheet surface were a straight line from the ice divide

to the terminus, then percentage changes in h and (—) would be equal,

oX

and their effect on the time-rate of change of thickness would be

equal. In such an ice sheet, the assumption that surface slope

remains constant would lead to serious errors in calculated response.

For a 10 percent increase in accumulation rate from modern values

at Dome C, the model (Fl) and (F2), with p equal to one, predicts
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40.2 m thickening after 15,000 years, steady-state thickening of

106.1 m, and a response time of about 31,500 years. The response

model developed in this paper calculates a thickening of 34.1 m, with

steady-state thickening of 39.0 m. The model developed here does not

respond according to (Fl). Fitting (Fl) to thickening calculated here

for 15,000 years gives steady-state thickening of 51.8 m, a response

time of 14,000 years, and the constant p equal to 4.8. Fitting (Fl)

to steady-state thickening calculated here gives thickening of 29.6 m

after 15,000 years, response time of 10,500 years, and the constant p

equal to 7.0. In either case, it is evident that when subjected to an

increase in accumulation rate, an ice sheet with terminal position

controlled by sea level responds more rapidly and has less total

response than an ice sheet free to advance, although differences are

not large for the first 15,000 years.

Temperature increase softens ice and causes inland-ice-sheet

thinning. Such response has been modelled for shear-dominated

accumulation zones, assuming that surface slope does not change

(Whillans, 1981). For fixed terminal position, thinning will decrease

the surface slope, which will decrease the rate of thinning, the

response time, and total change in thickness to new equilibrium.

It is clear, then, that the inland response of an ice sheet to

changes in accumulation rate or temperature depends on conditions at

the terminus. If the terminus is free to advance or retreat, then

response times are long and total change in thickness is large. If

the position of the terminus is controlled by sea level, then response
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times are shorter and total change in thickness is smaller, assuming

that the ice sheet responds in a stable manner and approaches a new

equilibrium. On a time scale of one response time of an ice sheet

with controlled terminus, however, differences between the two types

of models are not large.
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Appendix G. Listing of FORTRAN computer program for model with 
longitudinal-deviatoric stress. 
C glacier.fort 
implicit real*8(A-H,0-Z) 
common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h,sigma,dsigma, 
#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot 
dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21), 
#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21) 
C all arrays are dimensioned to the number of grid points, here 21 
C choose (start-end) to be an even multiple of the number of grid 
C points minus one. 
C rh holds ice-sheet thickness, dh holds first spatial derivative of 
C rh, and d2h holds second spatial derivative, sigma holds 
C longitudinal-deviatoric stresses, and dsigma the derivatives of 
C sigma. delsig is used to adjust sigma in iterative solution 
C for sigma. 
Data a/5.d-25/,rho/910./ ,g/-9.8/,rhmax/3600./,xmax/9.3d5/,pass/0./ 
#, start/0.5d5/,end/8.0d5/,time/1.5d4/delbdt/l.2/,finend/1342.38/, tt 
#hin/1.0d4/ 
C a is initial estimate of flow-law parameter, ra is calculated steady 
C value of a 
C rho is density of ice 
C g is acceleration of gravity 
C rhmax is thickness at the ice divide 
C xmax is half-width of the ice sheet 
C nxvalu is number of grid points 
C start is x coordinate for beginning of calculations 
C end is x coordinate for end of calculations 
C finend is final thickness at end point 
C tthin is time for sea level to rise 
nxvalu=21 
none=l 
nxone=nxvalu-l 
tstep=l 
ntstep=time/tstep 
xs tep=(end-s tar t)/nxone 
nextrp=10 
nxalso=nxvalu 
nlalso=none 
rhog=rho*g 
C print out heading 
perdbd=(delbdt-1.0)*100. 
write (6,600) 
write (6,601) tstep,time,tthin 
write (6,602) start,end,perdbd 
write (6,603) xmax,rhmax 
C nxvalu and nxalso are number of grid points, nlalso and none are one, 
C nxone is one less than the number of grid points, 
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C nextrp is the number of points used in fitting a curve to estimate 
C slopes at end points 
C tstep is the number of years in each time step, nstep is the 
C total number of time steps in the run, which lasts for time years 
C xstep is the length of distance steps 
C 
C Generate initial thickness and its derivatives, 
C and guess initial longitudinal-deviatoric stresses 
C Run from start to end km from ice divide 
C x is horizontal position 
do 2 i=l,nxvalu 
x=start+(i-1)*xstep 
C rbdot is analytic fit to measured accumulation rates, which is 
C adjusted to Wisconsinan-maximum values by delbdt. 
rbdot(i)=5.4138d-3*dexp(4.6954d-6*x)+3.4586d-2 
rbdot(i)=rbdot(i)/delbdt 
C ice thickness is calculated according to the vialov profile 
2 rh(i)=rhmax*(l.-(x/xmax)**(4./3.))**(3./8.) 
C drhend is the amount that the terminal grid point thins per time step 
drhend=tstep*(rh(nxvalu)-finend)/tthin 
call dervrh (nlalso.nxalso) 
C 
C Make initial guess at longitudinal-deviatoric stresses and then 
C adjust iteratively to actual values 
do 13 i=l,nxvalu 
13 sigma(i)=9./2.*rhog*rh(i)*dh(i)**2+18./5.*rhog*rh(i)**2*d2h(i) 
call dervsg(nlalso,nxalso) 
call solvsg(nlalso,nxalso) 
C write steady-state values of parameters 
write (6,400) 
write(6,500)(k,rh(k),dh(k),d2h(k),sigma(k),dsigma(k),k=l,nxvalu,4) 
C calculate steady-state values of the flow-law parameter 
C the numerical factor 3.16d7 converts accumulation rate per year to 
C accumulation rate per second 
do 20 i=l,nxvalu 
s=sigma(i) 
b=rhog*rh(i)*dh(i) 
stress=rh(i)*(s**3+b*dh(i)*s**2+l./3.*b**2*s+.5*b**3*dh(i))*3.16d7 
20 ra(i)=rbdot(i)/stress 
write (6,396) 
write (6,300)(ra(i),i=l,nxvalu) 
C 
C change accumulation rate to modern values. df(i) is horizontal 
C gradient in ice flux. 
do 70 i=l,nxvalu 
df(i)=rbdot(i) 
70 rbdot(i)=delbdt*rbdot(i) 
C 
C set up loop for time stepping 
do 51 m=l,ntstep 
88 
call contnu(nlalso,nxalso)

C thin end if sea level is still rising

ttt=tthin/ntstep

if (m.le.ttt) rh(nxvalu)=rh(nxvalu)-drhend

call solvsg (nlalso.nxalso)

call flolaw

C

C write results every 100a for first 500a, then every 500a for next

C 1500a, then every 1000a for rest of run

mmm=100

if (m.gt.500) mmm=500

if (m.gt.2000) mmm=1000

if (nnnm*(m/mmm) .ne.m) go to 51

t=m*tstep

write (6,190)

write (6,420) t

write (6,190)

write (6,400)

write(6,500)(k,rh(k),dh(k),d2h(k),sigma(k),dsigma(k),k=l,nxvalu,4)

51 continue

52 continue

stop

190 format (f ')

300 format (• !,7el3.4)

396 format ('01,/1 ra(i)')

400 formatC0f ,/' i rh(i) dh(i) d2h(i) si

#gma(i) dsigma(i) ')

420 format ('0',/' time=f ,el3.4)

500 format ( '0' ,i3,5el4.5)

600 format ('0','no longitudinal stress model, east antarctica')

601 format ('0','tstep=',f5.2,' time=',f8.2,' new thick, at end in ' ,f

#8.2,' years')

602 format ('0','start=',dl0.3,'km., end=f,dl0.3,'km., ',f6.2,

#'% change in bdot')

603 format ('0','xmax=',dl0.3,'km., rhmax=',dll.4,' at t=0, 850 km. fo

#r tgtO1)

end

C

C***********************************************************************

C extrap calculates first and second derivatives of array y at point ix

C which may be nlalso or nxalso

C a holds coefficients to polynomial fit to nextrp points of y

G z holds end point and extrapolated and interpolated points that

C have spacing xsi. y must be of dimension nxvalu, and a must be of

C dimension nextrp.

subroutine extrap (ix,iy)

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

dimension rh(21),dh(21) ,d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21) ,

#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3)
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common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h,sigma,dsigma,

#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot

percen=0.02

xsi=xstep*percen

if (iy.eq.l) z(2)=rh(ix)

if (iy.eq.2) z(2)=sigma(ix)

do 1 j=l,nextrp

a(j)=0.

do 2 i=l,j

if (ix.eq.none) m=l

if (ix.eq.nxvalu) m=nxvalu+l-i

k=i-l

n=j-i

if (iy.eq.l) y=rh(m)

if (iy.eq.2) y=sigma(m)

2 a(j)=a(j)+(-l)**n*y/(nfact(k)*nfact(n))

1 continue

do 8 ii=l,3,2

sum=a(l)

delta=(2-ii)*percen

do 3 j=2,nextrp

prod=l.

jminus=j-l

do 4 i=l,jminus

4 prod=prod*(delta-i+l)

3 sum=sum+a(j)*prod

8 z(ii)=sum

dl=(z(l)-z(3))/(2.*xsi)

if (ix.eq.nxvalu) dl=(-l.)*dl

d2=(z(l)-2.*z(2)+z(3))/xsi**2

if (iy.eq.l) dh(ix)=dl

if (iy.eq.l) d2h(ix)=d2

if (iy.eq.2) dsigma(ix)=dl

return

end

C

C nfact calculates the factorial of an integral number

C if (number.It.2),nfact(number)=l by definition

function nfact(number)

iaccum=l

if (number.It.2) go to 7

do 6 n=2,number

iaccum=iaccum*n

6 continue

7 continue

nfact=iaccum

return

end
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C dervrh calculates first and second derivatives with x for 
C all points in rh. 
subroutine dervrh (nlalso.nxalso) 
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z) 
dimension rh(21) ,dh(21) ,d2h(21) ,sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21) , 
#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3) 
common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h,sigma,dsigma, 
#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot 
do 12 i=2,nxone 
dh(i)=(rh(i+l)-rh(i-l))/(2.*xstep) 
12 d2h(i)=(rh(i+l)-2.*rh(i)+rh(i-l))/xstep**2 
call extrap (nlalso.l) 
call extrap (nxalso,l) 
return 
end 
C 
C***********************************************************************

C dervsg calculates first space derivatives for all points in sigma

subroutine dervsg (nlalso,nxalso)

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21),

#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3)

common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h>sigma,dsigma,

#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot

do 3 j=2,nxone

3 dsigma(j)=(sigma(j+l)-sigma(j-l))/(2.*xstep)

call extrap (nlalso,2)

call extrap (nxalso,2)

return

end

C

C***********************************************************************

C solvsg calculates longitudinal stress deviators in equilibrium

C with a given ice-sheet configuration

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21),

#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3)

common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h,sigma,dsigma,

#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot

icount=0

5 do 10 i=l,nxvalu

C calculate constants to calculate changes in sigma

a2=rhog*rh(i)*dh(i)**2+2./3.*rhog*rh(i)**2*d2h( i)

a3=l./3.*(rhog*rh(i)*dh(i))**2-4./3.*rhog*rh(i)**2*dh(i)*dsigma(i)

aa=1.5*(rhog*rh(i))**3*dh(i)**4

ab=1.2*rhog**3*rh(i)**4*dh(i)**2*d2h(i)

a4=aa+ab

delsl=sigma(i)**3-a2*sigma(i)**2+a3*sigma(i)-a4
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dels2=-3.* sigma(i)**2+2.*a2*sigma(i)-a3

delsig(i)=delsl/dels2

C set up check for convergence

C percng Is percentage change in sigma

percng=dabs(delsig(i)/sigma(i))

C for each grid pt. that changes less than 0.01% increase icount by 1

if (percng.It.0.0001) icount=icount+l

10 sigma(i)=delsig(i)+sigma(i)

C calculate new space derivatives of sigma

call dervsg (nlalso,nxalso)

C if some grid point changed more than 0.01% in sigma,

C repeat loop to adjust sigma

if (icount.It.nxvalu) icount=0

if (icount.eq.0) go to 5

return

end

C

Q***********************************************************************

C flolaw calculates ice fluxes for given sigma, ice-sheet

C configuration, and constants

subroutine flolaw

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21) ,

#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3)

common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rhtdh,d2h,sigma,dsigma,

#ra,df,tstep.delsig,rbdot

C correct sigma are known, so plug into flow law

do 20 1=1,nxvalu

s=sigma(i)

b=rhog*rh(i)*dh(i)

df(i)=ra(i)*rh(i)*(s**3+b*dh(i)*s**2+l./3.*b**2*s+.5*b**3*dh(i))*3

#.16d7

20 continue

return

end

C

C***********************************************************************

C contnu calculates change in thickness and new thickness for

C given fluxes and accumulations

subroutine contnu (nlalso,nxalso)

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),sigma(21),dsigma(21),delsig(21) ,

#bdot(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),df(21),a(10),z(3)

common nxvalu,nextrp,none,nxone,xstep,rhog,rh,dh,d2h,sigma,dsigma,

#ra,df,tstep,delsig,rbdot

do 71 i=l,nxone

rhdot=rbdot(i)-df(i)

71 rh(i)=rh(i)+rhdot*tstep

call dervrh (nlalso,nxalso)

return

end
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Appendix H. Listing of FORTRAN computer program for model

with no longitudinal-deviatoric stress.

c program assumes no longitudinal stresses, ice divide fixed position

c program similar to longitudinal stress model

c

c initialize

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

common nxvalu,nxone,nxtwo,xstep,startl,rh,dh,d2h

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),rbdot(21),ra(21)

data rho/910./,g/-9.8/,rhmax/3615./,xmax/9.3d5/,start/1.0d4/,end/8

#0d5/,time/1.5d4/,delbdt/l.0/,tthin/1.0d4/,finend/1342.4/

nxvalu=21

nxone=nxvalu-l

nxtwo=nxvalu-2

tstep=l.

ntstep=time/tstep

startl=start

xstep=(end-start)/nxone

c

c print heading

perdbd=(delbdt-1.0)*100.

write (6,600)

write (6,601) tstep,time,tthin

write (6,602) start,end,perdbd

write (6,603) xmax,rhmax

c

c calculate and print initial steady-state values

do 2 i=l,nxvalu

x=start+(i-l)*xstep

rbdot(i)=5.4138d-3*dexp(4.6954d-6*x)+3.1586d-2

rbdot(i)=rbdot(i)/delbdt

2 rh(i)=rhmax*(l.-(x/xmax)**(4./3.))**(3./8.)

drhend=tstep*(rh(nxvalu)-finend)/tthin

call dervrh

do 20 i=l,nxvalu

b=2.*(rho*g)**3*rh(i)**4*dh(i)**2

bb=b*(3./5.*rh(i)*d2h(i)+dh(i)**2)*3.16d7

20 ra(i)=rbdot(i)/bb

write (6,400)

write (6,500)(k,rh(k),dh(k),d2h(k),ra(k),k=l,nxvalu,4)

do 70 i=l,nxvalu

70 rbdot(i)=delbdt*rbdot(i)

c time step

do 51 m=l,ntstep

ttplus=tthin+0.5

if (m.It.ttplus)rh(nxvalu)=rh(nxvalu)-drhend

do 52 i=l,nxone

rhdot=rbdot(i)-2*ra(i)*(rho*g)**3*rh(i)**4*dh(i)**2*(3./5.*rh(i)*

#d2h(i)+dh(i)**2)*3.16d7
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52 rh(i)=rh(i)+rhdot*tstep

call extrap

call dervrh

c

c print results of time-stepping

mmm=100

if (m.gt.500) mmm=500

if (m.gt.2000)mmm=1000

if (mmm*(m/mmm).ne.m) go to 51

t=m*tstep

write (6,190)

write (6,420) t

write (6,190)

write (6,400)

write (6,500)(k,rh(k),dh(k),d2h(k),ra(k),k=l,nxvalu,4)

51 continue

stop

190 format (' ')

400 format ('0',/' i rh(i) dh(i) d2h(i)

#ra(i)«)

420 format ('0',/1 time=',el3.4)

500 format (' ',i3,4dl4.5)

600 format ('0','no longitudinal stress model, east antarctica1)

601 format ( '0' ,'tstep=',f5.2,• time=',f8.2,' new thick, at end in • ,f

#8.2,' years')

602 format ('0','start=',dl0.3,'km., end=',dl0.3,'km., ' ,f6.2,

#•% change in bdot1)

603 format ('0','xmax=',dl0.3,'km., rhmax=',dll.4,' at t=0, 850 km. fo

#r tgtO')

end

C

subroutine dervrh

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

common nxvalu,nxone,nxtwo,xstep,startI,rh,dh,d2h

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),rbdot(21),ra(21)

start=startl

do 12 i=2,nxone

dh(i)=rh( i+1)-rh(i-1))/(2.*xstep)

12 d2h(i)=(rh(i+l)-2.*rh(i)+rh(i-l))/xstep**2

dh(l)=dh(2)*start/(xstep+start)

d2h(i)=(dh(l)*xstep**2-start**2)+dh(2)*start**2)/(start*xstep*

#(start+xstep))

do 13 i=l,2

if (i.eq.2) go to 14

al=rh(nxvalu)

a2=rh(nxone)

a3=rh(nxtwo)

go to 15

14 al=dh(nxvalu)
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a2=dh(nxone)

a3=dh(nxtwo)

15 dl=(al-a2)/xstep

d2=(a2-a3)/xstep

d3=dl-0.5*(d2-dl)

if (i.eq.l) dh(nxvalu)=d3

if (i.eq.2) d2h(nxvalu)=d3

13 continue

return

end

subroutine extrap

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

common nxvalu,nxone,nxtwo,xstep,startl,rh,dh,d2h

dimension rh(21),dh(21),d2h(21),rbdot(21),ra(21),a(10)

do 11 j-1,10

a(j)=0.

do 10 i=l,j

k=nxvalu-i

a(J)=a(j)+(-l.)**(J-i)*rh(k)/(nfact(i-l)*nfact(j-i))

10 continue

11 continue

rh(nxvalu)=a(1)

do 12 j=2,10

prod=l.

m=j-l

do 13 i=l,m

13 prod=prod*i*(-l)

prod=prod*a(j)

12 rh(nxvalu)=rh(nxvalu)+prod

return

end

C

C **********************************************************************

C nfact calculates the factorial of an integral number

C if (number.lt.2),nfact(number)=l by definition

function nfact(number)

iaccum=l

if (number.It.2) go to 7

do 6 n=2,number

iaccum=iaccum*n

6 continue

7 continue

nfact=iaccum

return

end
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